#10yearschallenge Against Deforestation

Recently the hashtag #10yearchallenge went viral with people from all around the world
sharing their changes throughout the years. Some people decided to use the hashtag to
warn people about the terrible impact we are having on this earth. One of the biggest
environmental problems in 21st century is deforestation, and that's exactly what people tried
to warn us about.
Unfortunately, the image that was used to spread the message was fake - the before and
after photos of a rainforest cut down completely was actually the same photo.
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Frozen Venice

Venice is definitely one of the most beautiful places to visit around the world so there is no
need to photoshop a photo of frozen Lake Baikal in Russia to make the place look even more
stunning.

Giant Skeleton Found

The internet is filled with photoshopped images of archaeologists finding huge skeletons that
might belong to giants. If this was the reality, a new chapter in history would be open and we
could consider some myths to be true.
Unfortunately, no science or history museum has ever accepted these findings for one simple
reason: the photos that show these skeletons are completely fake.
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Orphaned Syrian Boy Sleeping Between his Parents’ Graves.

The photo, as captioned, tugged at the heartstrings. So it was no surprise that it quickly went
viral. But it was soon revealed to be a staged shot taken by a photographer in Saudi Arabia
as part of a conceptual art project. The graves were fake, and the boy was the
photographer's nephew.
The photographer, 24-year-old Abdel Aziz Al-Atibi took the photo of his nephew Ibrahim on
January 3, 2014. He then posted it to his Instagram account, with the message, "Some kids
might feel that their dead parents' bodies are more affectionate to them than the people
they're living with." He later explained to beirut.com: "I'm a photographer and I try to talk
about the suffering that is happening in society, it's my hobby and my exaggeration is
intended to deliver my idea."
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The image quickly went viral, but as it did so people assumed it showed a child whose family
had been killed during the conflict in Syria. And it quickly gained a caption to that effect.
When Al-Atibi learned of how the photo was being misunderstood, he uploaded more photos
showing other shots of his nephew during the photoshoot, to demonstrate that the scene
was a staged art project.

PSD, prins cu o nouă HOȚIE: "Fură" de pe Internet poze cu diverși oameni și le
atașează mărturii false în broşura electorală
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